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The question that has led and organised this special edition on David Bowie draws provoca-
tive attention to the way his career has been narrated by the constant transformation and
recasting of his star image. By asking ‘Who is he now?’, this edition recognises that Bowie
is a chameleon figure, one who reinvents himself in and across the media and art platforms
in which he is found. This process of renewal means that Bowie constantly kills himself,
an artistic suicide that allows for dramatic event moments to populate his music, and for
a rebirth to emerge at the same time or shortly after he expires. Bowie has killed Major
Tom, Ziggy Stardust, Halloween Jack, Aladdin Sane and the Thin White Duke, to name
but a few of his alter egos. In this environment of death and resurrection, Bowie becomes
a heightened, exaggerated enigma, a figure who constantly seems to be artificial or con-
structed and yet whose work asks us to look for his real self behind the mask – to ask the
question, ‘Is this now the real Bowie that faces us?’ Of course, the answer is always no,
because Bowie is a contradictory constellation of images, stories and sounds whose star
image rests on remaining an enigma, and like all stars in our midst, exists as a representa-
tion. Nonetheless, with Bowie, with this hyper-schizophrenic, confessional artist, the fans’
desire to get to know him – to immerse oneself in his worlds, fantasises and projections –
is particularly acute. With the unexpected release of The Next Day (ISO/Columbia) on
8 March 2013, the day of his sixty-sixth birthday, Bowie was resurrected again. The album
and subsequent music videos drew explicitly on the question of who Bowie was and had
been, creating a media frenzy around his past work, fan nostalgia for previous Bowie incar-
nations and a pleasurable negotiation with his new output. In this special edition, edited by
lifelong Bowie fans, with contributions from die-hard Bowie aficionados, we seek to find
him in the fragments and remains of what once was, and in the new enchantments of his
latest work.
The selected essays consider all aspects of David Bowie’s oeuvre, using the new album
release as a springboard to discuss his meanings and registers through gender; sexuality;
song lyrics; music composition; memory and nostalgia; performance; commodity rela-
tions; and the media industries that help promote him. With his latest album reviewed as
one of the greatest rock comebacks ever (Gill 2013), the release of a series of portentous
music videos that recall and reflect upon his artistic career, and the record-breaking David
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Bowie is exhibition at the V&A in London, the editors consider this to be a perfect moment
to assess ‘Who is Bowie now?’
The first essay in the edition draws on the writer’s memory of Bowie’s ‘intimate’ star
image, and on their own investment in the music. In ‘Who am I now? Remembering the
enchanted dogs of David Bowie’, Sean Redmond considers Bowie’s significance to his own
identity formation as a teenager, one that created the space for an embodied, transgressive
sense of the self to emerge.
Landon Palmer’s essay, ‘Re-collecting David Bowie: The Next Day and late-career
stardom’, discusses the importance of Bowie’s star influence as celebrated through the
honorary exhibition David Bowie is (V&A London, 2013). Palmer argues that his creative
work resists linearity and narrativisation, and instead needs to be understood in terms of
plurality and contestations over how he signifies and resonates culturally.
To that end, Martin James points out in ‘A silent voice across the MEdiaverse: The Next
Day as identities prosumed’ that as one of art’s great communicators – a figure of media
‘noise’ – Bowie was largely absent from the discourse surrounding the release of The Next
Day and the V&A exhibition. The result was that his dis-communication became a media
spectacle in itself and a site for fans to offer insight into the void he had created through
his silence.
Will Brooker’s paper, ‘Look back at that man: David Bowie in retrospect’, considers
the sum of Bowie’s work to be always contemplative, in and of the future, and yet also
continually enunciated or communicated in retrospective terms. In terms of the question
raised in this special edition, ‘Who is he now?’, for Brooker there is no definitive answer
because Bowie’s star image is located in the past and in the future.
Whilst Brooker’s essay focusses on the continual nostalgia found in Bowie’s work, in
‘Who is he now: David Bowie and the authentic self’, Stephanie Fremaux and Bethany
Usher explore nostalgia from the perspective of locating Bowie’s ‘authentic self’. They
go in search of this authenticity in the period defined as Bowie’s wilderness years, the
1980s, to argue that during this decade Bowie produced some of his most important
work.
Ian Dixon draws on a psychoanalytical analysis of Bowie’s celebrity figure as depicted
in the video to the single ‘The stars (are out tonight)’ (from The Next Day, 2013). In ‘The
return of the Thin White Repressed: Uses of narcissism in ‘The stars (are out tonight)’,
Dixon argues that Bowie’s star image is consciously explored in the video, but this
exploration reveals subconscious anxieties and uncertainties about who Bowie (thinks he)
really is.
In the preparation of this special edition, the editors were delighted to discover that
David Bowie’s artistic output continues to draw aca-fans and invested academics to his
work. The call for papers met with a tremendous response: over 50 abstracts were received,
all of them offering a passionate engagement with Bowie’s work and with the enchantment
they felt exited in the dynamic spaces he created. This notion of enchantment emerges
as a recurrent theme across several of the articles in this special edition, including Toija
Cinque’s ‘David Bowie: Dancing with madness and proselytising the socio-political in
art and life’. Cinque draws upon the firmly established cultural notions of individual
agency and the authentic self to suggest Bowie emerges as a figure who has affecting,
embodied qualities, and which is therefore not simply reducible to the language of rep-
resentation and mediation. So, where are we now? – cela va sans dire; thereby hangs
a tale.
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